Darla buys Governor's mansion

In $50 million purchase, business tycoon says house needs fresh set of eyes

Sassy Downey
sassydowney@gmail.com

South Carolina no longer has a governor's mansion. In a surprising purchase, business tycoon Darla Moore bought the historic downtown mansion for $50 million Thursday afternoon. The house marks her 68th property nationally and fifth inside the state.

“The house needs a fresh set of eyes,” Moore said in a statement. “The current inhabitant didn’t have the same vision for this house that I did. I believe in excellence in everything I do, and I wanted excellence for this house. I breed excellence, and those who do not breed excellence are the kind of people this house didn’t have the same vision for. I believe in excellence in everything I do, and I wanted excellence for this house that I did. I believe in excellence in the spicy chicken sandwiches have been discontinued at the Russell House Chick-fil-A after one student reported a burning sensation in her mouth Thursday night. Paula Smith, a fourth-year public relations student, said she had never felt the burning sensation when eating regular Chick-fil-A sandwiches.

“It tasted like it was hot, but the sandwich was cold,” Smith said. “I knew then there was something wrong.”

Thinking quickly, Smith immediately called an ambulance. USC EMT Cinna Attar arrived at the scene, he said, at about 7:04 p.m. The student, he said, was cold, “I knew then there was something wrong.”
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Comments on this story? wedon'tcare@sc.edu
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"I can't understand how a woman that intelligent, classy and successful could deny the usefulness of a world-consuming antimatter laser in an academic setting," James Cody, a James Island High School senior who just received his USC acceptance letter, said he believed the new policy would increase in-state representation at the university needed to be aware of the dangerous situation.

"We were incredibly proud that our system was so efficient and effective," a Carolina Alert spokesperson said. "The system did work but only for those who received the messages."
Gamecock customers to boost profits

CarolinaCard moves off campus

age — and CarolinaCard to go downtown.

Students can also use their Carolina Cash to buy drinks at Five Points bars including Roy’s, Grandma’s, Sharky’s and Pour House. “Thirsty Thursdays will never be the same,” said Edwin Bey’s, Grandma’s, Sharky’s and Pour House.

Students can anticipate online shopping is expected to increase across campus as the CarolinaCard expands to popular sites such as eBay, Amazon and iTunes.

While students are up until 2 a.m. studying for exams, they can buy music by logging on to VIP, clicking the “iTunes NOW” button and selecting “Buy Music with CarolinaCard.”

“I am so excited to buy Rebecca Black’s ‘Friday’ with my Carolina Cash,” Lauren Sandly, a first-year fashion merchandising student, said. “I’ve been watching the song on YouTube for free, but now I can actually buy it and is set to launch today. The student debit card can now be used for all Gamecock shopping expenditures. and is set to launch today. The student debit card can now be used for all Gamecock shopping expenditures.

The CarolinaCard has officially been taken off campus and is now being used by faculty, students and alumni — are rejoicing now that they can spend their coveted Carolina Cash wherever they desire.
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When Darla Moore donated $5 million to our university to build an aviation center and asked the General Assembly to match her contribution, we were both grateful for her generosity and impressed by her class. I look forward to seeing what she and your campus can accomplish.

The debate on whether or not to have a $5 million investment, USC's fountain will put the Niagra Falls to shame.

It is not a place for solo cups. That obscure your vision, and tea parties. It is a place for class and sophistication. It is a Christian time for all, and drinking here is a sin.

Drinking at Carolina Cup, you lose the chance to see these magical creatures pounce from the backside of the track. And then you'll feel just fine. You'll be ready to go to church. You might even be appalled at it.

The Carolina Cup is a place for class and sophistication. It is a place for parasites, overeager floppy hats that obscure your vision, and tea parties. It is not a place for solo cups.
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POEM OF THE DAY

Oh, Gamecocks, oh, Gamecocks, how we love this university so. Every Friday at noon we chime in with Garnet and black go together like sugar and tea.

Thomas Cooper houses so many literary masterpieces I could just die. It even has a fountain that shoots as high as the sky!

And don’t even get me started on the Grand Market Place—Between Chickens Finger Wars and cordy perints, One can’t help but stuff his or her face.

Then, of course, there is the historic Horsehoe. The well-mowed grass twinkles in the sunrise with the morning dew. It is quite the treat, like an ice cream cone filled with cookie dough.

Oh, Gamecocks, oh, Gamecocks, how we love this university so.

— Compiled by Chloe Gould, Staff Poet

SPOILER ALERT: ‘Dark Night Rises’ script leaks

Robin, Bane, Batman’s possible death take stage in Nolan’s conclusion

JAY JAY THE JET PLANE

There may be half a dozen superhero films on the map, but none have the Internet in a greater frenzy than Christopher Nolan’s “The Dark Knight Rises.”

The third and final installment to Nolan’s complex look at Gotham’s caped crusader has generated news stories with every major casting announcement. Anne Hathaway joined the cast as Selina Kyle. Then, Tom Hardy as Bane. Next, Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Marion Cotillard added to the ensemble, which also includes returning actors Christian Bale, Michael Caine, Gary Oldman and Morgan Freeman.

But what of the actual script? Christopher Nolan and Jonathan Nolan have kept its secrets protected by heavy artillery in a vast underground Hollywood vault.

Until now.

The presumed script shooting for “The Dark Knight Rises” has leaked in a select circle, and we’ve decided to spill the beans. Hold on to your hats.

First, the shocking suggestion that Joseph Gordon-Levitt will be playing the Holiday Killer is actually true. That’s just huge misdirection on Nolan’s part to fans that first out he’s actually putting Robin in the movie. Not just any Robin — Gordon-Levitt’s character is a mentally unstable boy who Blackmore Bruce Wayne into letting him don a costume and fight crime before challenging Wayne’s position.

In the meantime, Nolan’s biggest star, Christian Bale, Far from the sheath sheath in 1997’s “Batman & Robin,” the new Bale is physically intimidating and with an intellect to match. Remember when Bane broke Batman’s back in the comics? If it even the worst thing that happens.

With Gollum conspiring against him, Bruce Wayne rebuilds Wayne Manor, but it’s his only place of refuge. Batman is a marked criminal, and the cops turn to their own extralegal measures to track him down.

The biggest surprise, though? Batman may not make it out of this one alive. All we’re going to tell you in Bane doesn’t just break his back, but his very finger than will have room to continue the “Batman” franchise once Nolan delivers.

But what of Anne Hathaway, you ask? With Rachel Dowes making her cameo exit in “The Dark Knight,” Selina Kyle becomes the linchpin connecting Batman, Bane and Robin. It’s not a romantic triangle; it’s a predatory take on feminism. Hathaway’s role in the film is reportedly derailed for his inability to write women, but you’d cut your own words after his disturbing take on a psyche, empowered woman gone wrong.

We haven’t even gotten to the best part. Be sure to wait until after the credits because there’s going to be an out-of- this world teaser connecting Nolan’s “Batman” franchise to Zack Snyder’s upcoming “Superman” film, much like the end of the “Iron Man” films.

Go forth to the Internet and discuss. There are only 15 months to go.

POEM OF THE DAY

Oh, Gamecocks, oh, Gamecocks, how we love this university so. Every Friday at noon we chime in with Garnet and black go together like sugar and tea.

Thomas Cooper houses so many literary masterpieces I could just die. It even has a fountain that shoots as high as the sky!

And don’t even get me started on the Grand Market Place—Between Chickens Finger Wars and cordy perints, One can’t help but stuff his or her face.

Then, of course, there is the historic Horsehoe. The well-mowed grass twinkles in the sunrise with the morning dew.

Or perhaps the picturesque Greek Village is more your scene. The Russell House Ballroom, which hosted Dutchess Daria, is surely fit for a queen.

Oh, Gamecocks, oh, Gamecocks, how we love this university so.

— Compiled by Chloe Gould, Staff Poet

Comments on this story:
Email woodrowwarriors@gmail.com

SUDOKU
Unicornicles

Unicornies!
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Muster the motivation for. Like you should be doing to do everything you feel there's always tomorrow. Procrastinate today. You'll never find true love. Propose to the first person along right now.

Your doctor. You have it. Sure you don't miss your gazelle to pass by. Make opportunity and/or to pounce at the next.

In the future, deodorant B.O. is reeking big time. Shower this morning. Your

PICTURE OF THE DAY

Go see Columbia Charlotte Shuttle $49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC

www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer

The love thing is going to be all that today every little negative vibes. From catching your everyone to keep them everyone to keep them everyone to keep them.

Order some Chinese food putting off for weeks. The laundry you've been the laundry you've been the laundry you've been the laundry you've been the laundry you've been. New Jersey. Visit the you live on the shore of you live on the shore of you live on the shore of you live on the shore of you live on the shore of.
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Aries You really should have taken a shower this morning. Your B.O. is reeking big time. In the future, deodorant would be a bad idea.

Taurus The love of your life is coming along right now. Turn around. If you don't propose to the first person you see RIGHT NOW, you'll never find true love.

Gemini Postscriptate today. There's always tomorrow to do everything you feel like you should be doing but just can't seem to muster the motivation for.

Cancer Go see your doctor. You have it.

Leo Rawrerrr! You're a lion ready to pounce at the next opportunity and/or gazelle to pass by. Make sure you don't miss your chance.

Virgo Go back to bed. Your day's literally going to suck. If you're already try, try to avoid everyone to keep them from catching your negative vibes.

Libra Don't worry about a thing. You'll find that today every little thing is going to be all right.

Scorpio Take all of the money out of your bank account, go to Check E. Chase and buy an insane amount of tokens. Spend the afternoon playing the games and racking up tickets, then get the coolest prize they offer. Bring that prize to The Daily Gamecock's newsroom in the third floor of Russell House, and find Miss Editor Chloe Gould. Give it to her. You'll make her day.

Sagittarius Spend a day as though you live on the shore of New Jersey. Visit the gym, go tanning for a few hours and then do the laundry you've been putting off for weeks. Then drink heavily.

Capricorn Order some Chinese food and get your horoscope from the fortune cookie. We don't know what's up with you today.

Aquarius Go skinny-dipping in the Thomas Cooper Library fountain mountain. Come on, what's the worst thing that today every little negative vibes.

Pisces Today is Friday, Friday, you ought to get down on Friday. It's going to be fun, fun, fun.

Taurus You really

The love thing is going to be all that today every little negative vibes. From catching your everyone to keep them everyone to keep them everyone to keep them.

Order some Chinese food putting off for weeks. The laundry you've been the laundry you've been the laundry you've been the laundry you've been the laundry you've been. New Jersey. Visit the you live on the shore of you live on the shore of you live on the shore of you live on the shore of you live on the shore of.
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Fan aptitude test for student tickets

The test will consist of 10 multiple-choice questions each week. The questions will vary week to week; some will be about Carolina’s new program in the coming weeks. Students have three chances to get a perfect score and advance their names into the lottery, which will operate as it has in the past. Many students said they were in favor of the measure.

“This is an awesome thing,” former-year biology student Jake Taylor said. “Now I don’t have to worry about a bunch of idiots who know nothing about football keepin’ out on game day.”

Opposed to the measure was, is so-and-so still on the team, etc. Now, we have a function to sort these queries in a more efficient manner.”

Two demands must message board frequenters have Hyman does not plan not on accommodating. Hyman said he will not ban The State newspaper from covering the team. Also, he said fans to round men’s basketball games from the state-of-the-art Colonial Life Arena to the much smaller Carolina Coliseum will not be heard. Fans have complained the new building is too sterile and large to fit USC’s usually small crowds, but Hyman said there are no plans to change venues.

Comments on this story? Email wdr@mail.sc.edu

Example aptitude questions for tickets

1. The Gamecocks play in the: a. SEC b. ACC c. Conference USA
2. Stephen García is a: a. quarterback b. center c. running back
3. The football is: a. stuffed b. sewn out of wood c. "alligator skin"
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Comments on this story? Email wdr@mail.sc.edu

Controversial new measure added to TicketReturn process

Cote Umbia

cote.umbia@thetarheel.com

The South Carolina student section was voted the fifth-best in the nation by ESPn last year.

This coming season, it will have an opportunity to prove it just that.

Due to new student ticketing regulations established by Student Government Thursday, all students will have to pass a Gamecock football aptitude test in order to be eligible for entry into the ticketing lottery.

“Aside from a dance-off, I think this is the best plan we could’ve come up with,” said SG President Joe Wright. “This will encourage students who truly care about the team will be able to attend games.”

The test will consist of 10 multiple-choice questions each week. The questions will vary week to week; some will be about the current team while other will deal with the history of Gamecock football. Students have three chances to get a perfect score and advance their names into the lottery, which will operate as it has in the past.
HOUSING
2 Bd/2 Ba Condo. For Sale or Rent to Own. $55k or $750/mo. 1100 sq ft. Covered patio facing pool. All app. inc. New carpet and HVAC. 803.419.2413.


4BR/2BA House. Old Shandon. Available Aug 1. $1,495. 318-0279

4BR/2BA House. Shandon. Available June 1. $1,595. 318-0279

2BR/2BA House. Shandon. Available June 1. $995 318-0729

2 Apts-walk to USC/Shandon, 2/1 $500-525 776-5405

Place On The Greene Condo. 2002 Greene St. Lovely 2bdr/2ba condo in Five Points, close to Starbucks, shopping, and restaurants. One of the nicest units in the complex! 5 min. walk to campus. One of the nicest units in the complex! 5 min. walk to campus. One of the nicest units in the complex! Secure entry. Beautiful paint colors, cute kitchen, spacious bedrooms and bathrooms, short drive to campus. Washer/dryer included. 924 sq ft. All app. inc. Utilities included. Ask for August special. $950. Additional Aug 1st rental fee of $200 due. 2, 3, or 6 month lease. Call 413-2516. This is a nice place to live! Thanks.

Adorable Rosewood house - $975 3 Bedroom, 1 bath, large updated kitchen and bathroom, spacious closets, central, large living room, private deck, nice yard on a quiet street. 318-0279

Email or call for details 267-252-5172. Email mjoedwyer@bellsouth.net

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDING $250/dayNo exp nec. Training available. 800-965-6520 x253

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE - Our Harbison location is now hiring experienced servers, hostesses and line cooks. Applications can be printed online at Outback.com and are accepted Mon-Wed from 2:00-3:30. No seasonal help please. The top 25% of our staff are seasonal employees. Call Jeff 238.9185 for more info.

NOW HIRING
Two IHOP Locations
St. Andrews Rd and Two Notch Road
HIRING: Servers, Cooks and Bus/Dishwashers. Flexible Hours, No midnight shifts, No tip sharing. Email resume to: arsalco@aol.com or apply in person

Administrative Specialist
Part-time office position available with the Geriatric Education Center. Grant funded temporary position until 6/30/2011; good potential for grant continuation. Must be proficient in Microsoft Office. Excellent computer skills and attention to detail are essential, good data entry skills. Email resume to joyce.gossard@uscmed.sc.edu. 20 hrs/wk, Mon-Fri. $12-15/hr. Excellent computer skills required as well as attention to detail and good data entry skills. Salary, benefits, and hours are negotiable. Email resume as soon as possible.

Creative Computer Graphics Designer
Help with designing a creative store website and blog. Experience with Wordpress, Photoshop, metatags, etc. necessary. Email a resume and samples of your work. Email littlelambsandivy@gmail.com

Gamecock Spirit Fridays!
Wear your Colors Proudly
This could be you!

99% of Americans have seen combat on TV.
1% of Americans have seen combat in Iraq or Afghanistan.

We know where you’re coming from. We’ve got your back. Join the online community at iava.org.